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Expansions 

From To  Topic 
629.2502 629.25024 Power systems of electric engines 

The development under 629.25 Engines is divided into two parts:  (1) 629.2501–629.2509 
Specific types of engines and (2) 629.252–629.258 Parts and auxiliary systems of internal-
combustion engines.  The development under 629.2501–629.2509 gives numbers for steam 
engines, electric engines, internal-combustion engines, air-compression engines, solar engines, 
and nuclear engines.  But the development under 629.252–629.258 provides for parts and 
auxiliary systems of only internal-combustion engines.  Comprehensive works on specific parts 
and auxiliary systems of automotive engines are named in the class-here note there (i.e., at 
629.252–629.258), while a see reference draws off specific parts and auxiliary systems of 
engines other than internal-combustion engines to 629.25.   

Some (many?) classifiers may not realize that the see reference under 629.252–629.258 does not 
preclude classifying works on such subjects in 629.2501–629.2509; we recommend making this 
clearer.  We also recognize a need to provide for the power systems of electric vehicles and their 
parts (batteries, fuel cells). 

A brief survey of the development under 629.25 Engines is illuminating:   

• In Edition 17, the development under 629.25 Power plants was divided into two parts:  
(1) 629.2503–629.2506 Specific types of engines, which provided for only internal-
combustion engines and (2) 629.252–629.258 Parts and auxiliary systems, which was 
also (but only implicitly) limited to parts and auxiliary systems associated with internal-
combustion engines. 
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• In Edition 18, expansions for engine types other than internal-combustion engines were 
added under 629.2501–629.2509, the development under 629.252–629.258 was explicitly 
limited to internal-combustion engines, and a development was added under 629.259 
Parts and auxiliary systems of other kinds of power plants, giving a single number for 
each of the other engine types in 629.2501–629.2509. 

• In Edition 21, 629.259 and its subdivisions were discontinued to 629.25, leaving us with 
the development and notes that we see today.   
 

The discontinuation of the development for Parts and auxiliary systems of other types of power 
plants / engines was presumably motivated by the meagerness of the literary warrant under 
629.259; the WorldCat search for dd:629.259* retrieves only 20 records.1   
 
Half of the records classed under 629.259 were in the number for parts and auxiliary systems of 
electric engines; with the passage of time, the literature on the parts and auxiliary systems of 
electric engines has continued to grow.  A WorldCat search on the combination of “electric 
vehicles” or “electric automobiles,” on the one hand, and “batteries” or “power supply” or “fuel 
cells,” on the other hand, in dd:629.25* now retrieves 47 records. 
 
We are not at a point where we need a full-fledged development for parts and auxiliary systems 
of engines other than internal-combustion engines, but we do need a number for the power 
system of electric vehicles.  One option would be to reinstate the numbers previously developed 
under 629.259 on an as-needed basis and then to expand for specific parts and auxiliary systems 
under those numbers.  But if the discontinuation of 629.259 and its subdivisions to 629.25 means 
that parts and auxiliary systems of noninternal-combustion engines are now in standing room 
under 629.2501–629.2509, it would be very strange for only the power systems of electric 
engines to be relocated to a spartan development under 629.259.  Nor would it be appropriate to 
reinstate the full development that was previously discontinued.  The need for a full-fledged 
development does not exist now, is very unlikely to exist anytime soon, and may never exist.   
 
The other option is to expand for specific parts and auxiliary systems as needed under 629.2501–
629.2509.  With parts and auxiliary systems of noninternal-combustion engines now in standing 
room in these numbers, this is the most appropriate action. 
 
We propose to make the following changes: 

• Make the see reference under 629.252–629.258 a scatter see reference, specifying that 
specific parts and auxiliary systems of noninternal-combustion engines are classed with 
the type of engine in 629.2501–629.2509. 

• Add a scope note at 629.2501–629.2509 to make clear that the development covers 
engines, parts, and auxiliary systems. 

• Expand for power systems of electric engines at 629.25024, with batteries and fuel cells 
in the including note. 

The accompanying schedule shows 629.2502 for context only. 

1 A little classification humor in passing:  One of the 20 records, the only one classed in the number for parts and 
auxiliary systems of solar engines, is The solar system, by G. P. Kuiper (yes, that Kuiper). 
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> 629.250 1–629.250 9 Specific types of engines

Engines, parts, auxiliary systems

Class comprehensive works in 629.25

.250 2 Electric engines

.250 24 Power systems

Including batteries, fuel cells

> 629.252–629.258 Parts and auxiliary systems of internal-combustion
engines

Class here comprehensive works on specific kinds of parts and auxiliary
systems of automotive engines

Class comprehensive works in 629.25

For a specific part or auxiliary system of noninternal-combustion engines, 
see the type of engine in 629.2501–629.2509, e.g., electric engine power 
systems 629.25024
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